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Model shown is x-trend.
Model shown is x-clusiv.

DESIGNED TO SURPRISE

Agile and ready to go. With a sharp new look, eye-catching front design and choice of sensational colours, AYGO lets you express your personality.
Bright, bold and distinctive, AYGO shines with LED running lights at the front, and signature LED lights at the rear, for a night look that can’t be missed.

AYGO’s stylish wheel trims and alloy wheels are the latest in design. And for that finishing touch you can choose from a range of accessories and options to match your own personality.

Model shown is x-clusiv.
EXPLORE A NEW AVENUE

Life’s more fun when you go where the mood takes you. Compact, smooth, quiet and agile, AYGO is effortless to drive through narrow back roads, busy streets and challenging parking spaces. Let your impulse drive you.
DRIVE

TURNING CIRCLE OF JUST 10.2M
Compact and streetwise, AYGO has all the ingredients to keep you safe. Equipped with Pre-Collision System* and Lane Departure Alert* – AYGO is prepared for any eventuality.

* Part of Toyota Safety Sense Technology – standard on x-clusiv – optional on other grades (excluding x grade).
All active safety technologies are intended to be back-up systems only and are not a substitute for safe and attentive driving. The functionality of these systems may be impacted by driving conditions. Further information is available from your local Toyota Centre.

Pre-Collision System*
When the risk of a collision is detected, audio and visual warnings and brake assistance are activated. If the driver fails to respond in time, the brakes automatically engage.

Lane Departure Alert*
Detects lane markings in the road ahead and alerts the driver with audible and visual warnings should the vehicle start to deviate from its lane without the turn indicator being applied.

Hill-start Assist Control (HAC)
HAC helps to ensure a smooth start on steep inclines and prevents the vehicle from rolling back.

Tyre Pressure Warning System (TPWA)
The system features a sensor valve which constantly monitors tyre air pressure. The system warns you if the pressure falls below the recommended level.
Distinctive, sophisticated or eye-catching? AYGO has a unique interior look to suit every personality.
Make a statement with the vibrant and distinctive x-cite, or pick the sophisticated x-clusiv.
STAY CONNECTED

Smart, safe and simple to use, AYGO’s smartphone integration is the ultimate co-pilot for your life. With your favourite smartphone apps mirrored on AYGO’s 7” touch screen and voice control at your service, getting directions, staying connected and being entertained in AYGO are seamless.

Smartphone integration, powered by Pioneer, is compatible with Apple CarPlay™ and Android Auto™. Standard on x-play, x-trend, x-cite and x-clusiv grades.

To find out more about Apple CarPlay™ and Android Auto™ scan these QR codes.
Find your way
Enjoy turn-by-turn navigation, real-time traffic updates and estimated travel times, with Apple Maps displayed on AYGO’s touch screen.

Enjoy your music
Don’t leave a favourite album or track unplayed: access your entire music collection through AYGO’s touch screen or via voice control.

Stay in touch
Keep your eyes on the road whatever’s happening in the world. Make calls or read and write text messages on the go, using voice control in AYGO.

Android Auto™
Stay focused on the way ahead, enjoying all of your favourite Android smartphone apps and functions through AYGO’s touch screen display.

The driver should always make the same road safety observations. Failure to pay full attention to the operation of the vehicle could result in death or personal injury or damage to the vehicle or property. The driver assumes total responsibility and risk. All liability of Toyota (GB) PLC whatsoever arising from any lack of attention is expressly excluded to the fullest extent permitted by law. Further information is available from your local Toyota Centre.

Apple CarPlay™ is compatible with iPhone 5 and above. Your phone needs to be connected via USB. Apple CarPlay™ is a registered trademark of Apple Inc.; Android Auto™ is a registered trademark of Google Inc.; smartphone integration is compatible with Apple CarPlay™ and Android Auto™.
Reversing camera display
AYGO’s rear-view camera display gives you a clear view behind, helping you park up nice and easy.

x-touch multimedia system
Change tracks, adjust the volume and search artists and albums easily on AYGO’s large x-touch display.
Technology counts surprisingly high in the compact AYGO. Its 7" x-touch multimedia touch screen puts entertainment at your fingertips. With smartphone integration, Bluetooth®, and a reversing camera, life only gets easier.
Available in 3-door or 5-door options. Agile and efficient, x grade marks the way into the world of AYGO.
Main features(570,253),(906,881)
— 14" steel wheels with wheel caps (9-spoke)
— LED daytime running lights
— Electric front windows
— Mod dark grey fabric seats
— Audio system with USB and Aux-in connector
— Vehicle Stability Control (VSC)
— Tyre Pressure Warning System (TPWS)
— Hill-start Assist Control (HAC)
— Rear seat belt warning

(570,253),(906,881)Optional features
— Rear parking sensors
With its refined looks, elegant interior and standard reversing camera display, x-play is well-equipped to meet your needs.

Main features (additional to x)
- 15" steel wheels with wheel caps (8-double-spoke)
- x-touch multimedia system with Bluetooth®, DAB and reversing camera
- Smartphone integration, powered by Pioneer, compatible with Apple CarPlay™ and Android Auto™
- Manual air conditioning
- Manually retractable body-coloured heated door mirrors
- Leather steering wheel with audio and telephone controls
- Height-adjustable driver seat
- Graphite dark grey fabric seats with light grey and white bolsters
- Grey dashboard accents and centre console
Optional features

- Toyota Safety Sense (Pre-Collision System and Lane Departure Alert)
- Essential Protection Pack (boot liner, aluminium scuff plates and front & rear mudflaps)
- Protection+ Pack (boot liner, aluminium scuff plates, front & rear mudflaps, rubber floor mats and safety kit)
- Coloured centre console (body coloured centre console)
- Rear parking sensors
AYGO X-TREND
A MATCH FOR EVERY PERSONALITY
X-trend can match your personality type through a variety of distinctive features and colour accent options.

Main features (additional to x-play)
— 15" black machined-face alloy wheels (8-spoke)
— Coloured side sills, front and rear accents with matching mirror covers*
— Automatic headlights
— Front fog lights
— Rear privacy glass
— Automatic air conditioning
Optional features
— Toyota Safety Sense (Pre-Collision System and Lane Departure Alert)
— Electrically retractable Fun-roof
— Essential Protection Pack (boot liner, aluminium scuff plates and front & rear mudflaps)
— Protection+ Pack (boot liner, aluminium scuff plates, front & rear mudflaps, rubber floormats and safety kit)
— Coloured centre console (body coloured centre console)
— Rear parking sensors

* Front and rear accents are only applicable to White Flash, Bold Black and Electro Grey body colours.
With its vibrant Mandarin Pop colour and distinctive features, x-cite is your way to stand out from the crowd.
Optional features

— Toyota Safety Sense (Pre-Collision System and Lane Departure Alert)
— Essential Protection Pack (boot liner, aluminium scuff plates and front & rear mudflaps)
— Protection+ Pack (boot liner, aluminium scuff plates, front & rear mudflaps, rubber floormats and safety kit)
— Rear parking sensors
AYGO X-CLUSIV

With a choice of Bi-tone colours, Toyota Safety Sense package, Smart Entry & Push-Button Start system as well as partial leather trim as standard, the sophisticated x-clusiv has everything you’re looking for.

Main features (additional to x-play)
— Available in Bi-tone Silver Splash (with black roof and front accents), Blue Burst (with black roof and front accents) and Electro Grey (with silver roof and front and back accents)
— 15" black machined-face alloy wheels (10-double-spoke)
— Automatic headlights
— Front fog lights
— Rear privacy glass
— Automatic air conditioning
— Trend dark grey fabric seats with leather bolsters
— Toyota Safety Sense (Pre-Collision System and Lane Departure Alert)
Optional features
— Essential Protection Pack (boot liner, aluminium scuff plates and front & rear mudflaps)
— Protection+ Pack (boot liner, aluminium scuff plates, front & rear mudflaps, rubber floormats and safety kit)
— Rear parking sensors
BRING YOUR PERSONALITY TO THE SURFACE

From distinctive accents to custom covers, get your true personality out there.

1. Customise the front and rear accents to show off your personality.
2. Change the side panels to the colour of your preference.
3. Customisable wing mirror covers to showcase your character.
4. Add a touch of superiority to your AYGO with chrome side sills.

Vehicle shown is for illustrative purposes only.

COLOURED CENTRE CONSOLE

— Optional on x-play and x-trend
— The Coloured Centre Console is a body-coloured gear shift surround and centre console, bringing the vibrancy into the vehicle cabin, injecting a spirit of excitement and playfulness for you and your passengers

Please contact your local Toyota Centre for more information.
The Essential Protection Pack* safeguards your new AYGO, making it look as good as new all the time. This pack comes with front and rear mudflaps, scuff plates and boot liner.

Front and rear mudflaps
Add an extra touch of sophistication to your AYGO and keep your paintwork looking as good as new with side mouldings and mudflaps.

Scuff plates§
Add a little more flair to your interior while you protect it too – introducing the stylish scuff plates.

Boot liner
Protect your boot’s carpet with this tough black rubber liner.

Rubber floor mats
Made from high quality rubber, this set of mats protects your vehicle from dirt, mud and water, and can be removed easily for cleaning.

European safety kit
A safety kit to give you peace of mind when you run into unexpected road situations.

* Optional on all grades excluding x grade.
§ Carpet floor mats come as standard on each grade and are colour-dependent on vehicle body colour.
STAND OUT IN STYLE

With many sensational colours on offer, AYGO gives you the freedom to express yourself.
AYGO X, X-PLAY & X-TREND

068 White Flash
1E0 Electro Grey*
1E7 Silver Splash*
3P0 Red Pop
211 Bold Black*
8W9 Cyan Splash*
9AC Mandarin Pop* with black roof

AYGO X-CLUSIV

1E7 Silver Splash* with black roof and front accents
1E0 Electro Grey* with silver roof and front and back accents
8Y5 Blue Burst* with black roof and front accents

* Metallic paint.
From trims to alloys, gloss to machined-face, make a statement on the road with AYGO’s eye-catching alloy wheels.
ALLOY WHEELS — 5-DOUBLE-SPOKE OPTIONS* These are the most popular alloy wheel options, designed specifically for your AYGO. They are lightweight, strong and have a durable high quality finish.

- Silver finish with silver centre cap
- White finish with white centre cap
- Gloss black finish with black centre cap
- Machined black finish with black centre cap

Images displayed are alloys with interchangeable, coloured centre caps. Actual order will come with described centre cap.

ALLOY WHEELS — NEW DESIGNS* Brand new alloy wheel designs to complement the stylish look of your new AYGO. Each design is precisely engineered to combine strength and durability with optimal balance for assured road-handling capacity.

- New Turbine Design alloy with a gloss black machined finish
  Equipped with black centre cap and black centre cap ring
- New 10-double-spoke alloy with a gloss black finish
  Equipped with black centre cap and black centre cap ring
- New 10-double-spoke alloy with a matt black finish
  Equipped with black centre cap and black centre cap ring
- New 10-double-spoke alloy with a gloss black machined finish
  Equipped with black centre cap and black centre cap ring

Images displayed are alloys with interchangeable, coloured centre caps and centre cap rings. Actual order will come with described centre cap and centre cap ring.

* Optional on x-play only.
SEATS FOR EVERY STYLE

From fashionable fabrics to sophisticated leather, AYGO’s range of stylish seat trims gives you the freedom to match your own style.
STANDARD SEATS

MOD dark grey fabric
Standard on x

GRAPHITE dark grey fabric with light grey and white bolsters
Standard on x-play and x-trend

ZEST black fabric with Mandarin side bolsters and stitching
Standard on x-cite

TREND dark grey fabric with partial leather
Standard on x-clusiv
START YOUR IMPOSSIBLE
Toyota is committed to mobility as a source of inspiration and as a way to improve quality of life for all.

The world is full of endless possibilities... Even if you don’t have the roads, legs or sight.

We are wholeheartedly committed to unleashing human potential through the power of movement, which is why we are a proud Partner of the Olympic and Paralympic Games as well as Team GB and ParalympicsGB.

The Games are the world’s biggest celebration of human movement. This is where we learn the true power of sports – that sports can challenge us, inspire us and, most importantly, unify us.

And as the Worldwide Official Mobility Partner of the International Olympic Committee and the International Paralympic Committees, we share the vision to inspire people to push onward – past their finish line, past their impossible.

‘Under this Olympic and Paralympic flag, let us reaffirm the power of sport to bring people together.’ AKIO TOYODA, President, Toyota Motor Corporation
Servicing your Toyota

Toyota Fixed Price Servicing means you will be sure to know the cost of your service up front. Expertly trained technicians using only genuine Toyota parts will carry out your service at one of over 200 Authorised Toyota Service Centres. The technicians will advise you on the correct service for your car based on the car’s age, mileage and service history.

For more information visit toyota.co.uk/owners/service-mot-maintenance

Service Plans

Inflation-proof pricing with a monthly or one-off payment plan means one less thing to worry about. With Toyota Service Plans the price you’re quoted is guaranteed for the duration of your plan. The service, parts and labour are all paid for either in monthly instalments or as a one-off payment at the beginning of your plan.

For more information visit toyota.co.uk/owners/service-mot-maintenance

Toyota Fixed Price Repairs using Genuine Parts

We offer fixed prices on a number of repair items for your Toyota giving you peace of mind when it comes to managing costs. Also don’t forget we only use genuine Toyota parts, all of which come with at least 12 months’ warranty (some even offer unlimited mileage warranties); and your car will always be dealt with by a trained Toyota technician.

For more information visit toyota.co.uk/owners/service-mot-maintenance

MyT

Whether you’re a long-term owner or have recently taken delivery of a new Toyota, there are lots of reasons to join MyT. Packed with time-saving and convenient features, MyT ensures everything you need to manage your vehicle ownership is in one place. You’ll also gain access to My Rewards where you can enjoy great offers and discounts from big brands on everything from family days out to pampering as well as everyday deals.

For more information visit toyota.co.uk/mytoyota or download the MyT now available on iTunes® and Android.

Toyota Accessories

Toyota accessories are designed and manufactured with the same care, quality and attention to detail as Toyota vehicles. Tailor-made for your Toyota, they fit perfectly and add a personal touch of style, comfort and practicality. Also, because they’ve been tested under the most severe conditions, you can have complete confidence in their reliability and durability. To add to the reassurance, every genuine Toyota accessory has a 5-year warranty when purchased together with the vehicle.

For more information visit toyota.co.uk/owners/parts-accessories

Toyota Roadside Assistance

When you buy a Toyota you will automatically receive 12 months’ AA Roadside Assistance in the UK and Europe, free of charge. After the first year the cost of Toyota Roadside Assistance is £7 per month if paid by monthly Direct Debit, £72 per annum if paid by annual Direct Debit, and £76 per annum when paid by all other payment methods.*

For full terms and conditions please visit toyota.co.uk/owners/roadside-assistance

5-Year Toyota Warranty

Every new Toyota comes with a 5-year/100,000-mile (whichever comes first) manufacturer’s warranty, covering you against the unlikely event of a manufacturing defect causing a mechanical fault.

For full details, please ask your official Toyota Centre or visit toyota.co.uk/owners/warranty/toyota-warranty

Corrosion Cover

The 12-year unlimited mileage cover protects against rust perforation affecting sheet metal body panels as a result of a manufacturing fault. This warranty can also be transferred to any future owner throughout the 12-year period.

Rust and Paint Cover

The 3-year unlimited mileage cover protects against defects and surface rust as a result of a manufacturing fault.

---

* Prices correct at time of going to print.
Toyota Business Centre
Our Toyota Business Centre network promise you same-day access to a business manager or dedicated sales executive. With business offers and interactive wholelife cost modelling tools which consider emissions, fuel economy, servicing, insurance and residual value data, our advisers can accurately compare tax costs against any competitor. Whenever servicing is due, we can offer fixed-price servicing, free local vehicle collection and delivery (with wash and vac).

Special offers, fixed-price fleet servicing, specialist fleet insurance, business daily hire, Toyota Fleet Financial Services, extended test drives and a dedicated Business Centre Network are just some of the services business customers can expect from Toyota.

For more information visit toyota.co.uk/business-customers.

Toyota Extended Warranty
You have the choice of either the low-user option that restricts you to 15,000 miles per year or 12 months whichever comes first or the 12-month unlimited mileage cover. You also have a choice between 12 and 24 months’ cover (subject to vehicle eligibility). The 24-month option will show a saving over two 12-month Toyota Extended Warranty policies and is available with the low-user option at 30,000 miles or 24 months whichever comes first.

The Toyota Extended Warranty can be renewed until the vehicle is 12 years old with less than 100,000 miles at point of sale, and if a part covered by the Toyota Extended Warranty suffers electrical or mechanical failure at any time during the term, Toyota is committed to fixing it. You don’t pay for replacement parts or labour.

For more information visit toyota.co.uk/owners/warranty/extended-warranty

Toyota Motor Insurance
Toyota Motor Insurance is available for Toyota owners at competitive premiums. To obtain details of the benefits included and to arrange a quotation, please contact your local Toyota Centre or call 0800 350 500.

Flexible Finance from Toyota Financial Services
All our plans offer easy budgeting and peace of mind, and AccessToyota brings these benefits together in one flexible package.

Toyota Financial Services, Great Burgh, Burgh Heath, Epsom, Surrey, KT18 5UZ.

Finance subject to status to over 18s only. Indemnities may be required. Terms and conditions apply.

TFS is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
Model shown is x-trend.
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While every effort is made to reproduce accurate information, we reserve the right to change specifications, equipment and availability without prior notice. This brochure cannot be regarded as infallible (some of the vehicles shown may not be to exact UK specification), and as such does not constitute an offer for sale of any particular vehicle or specification. For the latest specification and availability, we ask that you contact your local Toyota Centre. Vehicle body colours may differ slightly from the printed images in this brochure.

The use of the term 'Toyota Accessories' should not be taken to imply that the products on the accessory pages are actually manufactured by the Toyota Motor Corporation or Toyota (GB) PLC. Toyota (GB) PLC is continually updating and changing specifications of accessories and reserves the right to do so at any time without prior notice.

© 2019 by Toyota Motor Europe NV/SA ("TME"). No part of this publication may in any way be reproduced without the prior written approval of Toyota (GB) PLC.